
MiTEzSales Mobile® for Android—
A Migration Path to Success
Running Windows Mobile with years of embedded customization and 
not sure how to upgrade to an Android platform? As Windows OS and 
3G technology are sunsetting, why spend valuable time and resources to 
upgrade your current application in house when MiT offers a proven, rapid 
migration path?

MiT Systems, specializes in native Android solutions utilizing the most 
modern, open source databases that provide optimized performance at 
no additional cost. Mongo DB has greatly expedited the route build process 
time enabling businesses to extend their data cutoff times while performing 
the necessary backup & recovery.

Not sure on what device and form factor will work best in your environment? 
MiT provides flexible device options to select the preferred mobile PDA or 
Tablet devices running the latest Android OS. 

Contact us today for a personalized demo and learn what many 
companies in the DSD industry are already benefiting from including 
Bluetooth DEX options, non-proprietary print libraries to select the right 
printer for the task at hand, GPS features for Geofencing and advanced 
OCR capabilities to capture Store Stamps, 2D barcodes and more.

Together with MiT Systems and Honeywell enterprise level software solutions 
and industry rugged mobile computers, companies can make seamlessly 
make the change to the new generation of DSD technology.

Areas of Benefit through Migration:

 i Modernize your existing solution to run on the next generation OS and devices

 i Implement new technology not previously available in legacy environments

 i True real-time data updates from the host to the field 

 i Equip supervisors and managers with apps though role-based logins on demand

 i Reduce the IT burden of having to maintain and manage app development  
and updates

About MiT Systems
Founded in 1997, MiT Systems 
develops the most advanced 
and reliable enterprise-level 
mobile solutions designed to 
improve the performance and 
profitability of manufacturers 
and distributors of the consumer 
packaged goods industry. The 
comprehensive suite of Direct 
Store Delivery (DSD) solutions 
meets the mission-critical needs 
of the mobile workforce by 
enabling them to manage all 
aspects of the supply chain 
including inventory manage-
ment, order fulfilment, invoicing, 
payment collection and other 
route accounting functions. 
These solutions have been 100% 
developed and maintained in 
the USA and have customers 
located across the country 
supporting every time zone.

Additionally, MiT Systems offers 
an innovative suite of cloud-
based, modern applications 
designed to complement the 
mobile solution including: 
Real-Time Dashboards, Customer 
Web Ordering Portals, Route Ac-
counting and Financial modules.



“MiT software was very intuitive and very fast. Our RSRs were really 
comfortable with the software just after two days, so it was amazing.”

“They absolutely love it, our RSRs are better able to use their data and run 
programs more effectively. The MiTEzSales Mobile® software has tabs 
across many screens allowing the RSR’s to rapidly work the shelves.”

“MiT’s software is also improving communication between RSRs and 
managers who use web-based dashboards to review time-specific 
data for SKUs sold, store credits, inspections, standing orders and other 
meaningful data.”

“Only a week after the completed MiT rollout, sales ordering and 
reporting are better, and we have fewer issues that come into the 
office, so we have a happier administrative staff, too.”

“The MiT system will help streamline production and control inventory 
costs as well as reduce waste and provide greater customer 
satisfaction in the long run. It also will improve receivables collection.”

“MiT Systems is more than our software provider, they are a true 
technology partner who are an extension of our IT team.”
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